[Electrocortico- and electrosubcorticographic correlates of temporal epilepsy seizures].
Results of studying the electrographic cortical and subcortical correlates of temporal epilepsy seizures in 23 patients with complicated forms of the disease are presented. To these patients permanent intracerebral electrodes were implanted stereotaxically into the cortical, limbic and thalamic structures of both hemispheres: this was done for both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. A comparison of the clinical and electrographic manifestations of the seizures showed that the aura correlated with the desynchronization reaction in the deep and cortical structures; seizures of automatism, temporal pseudo-absences, vegetovisceral and polymorphic focal attacks took their course with synchronized epileptic activity in the cortical and limbic structures. Tonico-clonic convulsive seizures may take place with epileptic activity registered in individual structures. A systematized cerebral organization of the temporal epilepsy seizures which are realized by a complex of cortical, limbic and truncal structures is suggested.